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Motivation

f ig.: Turbulence field behind the Horns Rev 1 offshore wind turbines. Photo: Christian
Steiness

Modeling different atmospheric boundary layer regiems

Implementation of improved wind turbine modeling
techniques

Implementation of improved LES modeling techniques
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Outline

Introduction to ABL

Introduction to wind turbine modeling

Simulation results

Conclusions

Acknowledgement
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PBL Introduction
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Stable vs. Convective ABL

f ig.: Upper-left: Stably stratified
ABL, Upper-right: Convective ABL
Left: Velocity profiles in SBL/CBL
(Wyngaard, J.)
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Wind Turbine Modeling (1): Actuator Disc

f ig.: Actuator Disc Concept and Modeling
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Wind Turbine Modeling (2): Actuator Line

f ig.: Actuator Line Concept and Modeling
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Governing Equations

Navier − Stokes equations must be solved:
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Where

τij = ũiuj − ũiũj SGS momentum flux

qi = ũjθ − ũj θ̃ SGS heat flux

p̃∗ = p̃+ ρũiũj/2 modified pressure

fc, fi, Fi Coriolis parameter, WT load-
ing, Ext. forcing (wind etc.)

θ̃, α Potential Temperature, Air
thermal diffusivity
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CFD Platform, Ellipsys3D

Parallelized 3D CFD solver developed in DTU/Risø
Finite volume discretization of Navier-Stokes equation
Written in general curvilinear coordinates using
multi-block topology
Written in Fortran

(a) Block structure (2 superblocks

of 33 blocks)

(b) Velocity iso-surface down-

stream rotor

f ig.: Meshing in Ellipsys3D
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Wind farm simulation

f ig.: Wind farm simulation in laminar (left) and turbulent (right) flows

f ig.: Power coefficient in time for four turbines downstream 10 / 1



Wind farm simulation-Contd.

f ig.: Wind velocity at hub height in laminar (left) as well as turbulent (right) flow
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Wind farm simulation-Contd.

f ig.: Vorticity distribution at hub height in laminar (left) as well as turbulent (right) flow
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Wind farm simulation-Contd.

f ig.: Streamwise velocity deficit in laminar (left) and turbulent (right) flows
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Future work

Include buoyancy effects through Modification of
momentum eqn, Adding heat equation, Modification of
SGS terms for buoyancy effect

Applying dferent turbulence modeling strategies including
dynamic pure LES and hybrid methods to come up with a
general comparison

Looking at the ABL with wind farm(s) included and
comparison with available data
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Conclusions

Thermal stratification plays an important role in wind
supply for wind farms

Modeling techniques may be used instead of simulations to
account for velocity profiles and turbulence intensities

Improvements for wind turbine modeling (e.g. controller
implementation)

There is room for improvements in LES applicable in wind
farms (e.g. wall models, SGS models)
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